
In this rare occurrence, the Bull has gained access to 
the private diary of Carl Myers, a fourth-year student 
who was recently abandoned by his friends on the 
Houghton Breakers. Myers was found after 10 days 
confused, scared, and barely alive. He is currently in 
recovery, but he has allowed us to exclusively pre-
miere his survivor’s journal. Take heed, as these writ-
ings are not for the light-hearted:

Day 1:
It is cold. I am beginning to fear for my life. My friends 
abandoned me out here, the sober people that they 
are. It all began so innocently, a few friends lighting 
broomball brooms on fire and walking out to the 
end of breakers, only to somehow return back in 
the dark. I’ve decided to write this journal using engi-
neering paper and my own blood to document my 
brave struggle.
Day 2:
It’s light out. Or is it? The daylight simply might be a 
mirage on my eyes. I think I might be able to get up 
but at the same time I don’t actually know if I’ve actu-
ally woken up yet. 
Day 3: 
I smell pizza. Is that possible out here? I think some-
one is grilling a pizza on the beach. Who does that? 
Can I have some?
Day 4:
 The elements are starting to take a toll on me. My 
arm fell off but that’s alright because now I can use 

Monday, 30 September 2013Would you believe this is strawberry 
milkshake?

I’m concentrating on staying healthy, having peace, being happy, re-
membering what is important, taking in nature and animals, spending 
time reading, trying to understand the universe, where science and 

the spiritual meet.
--Joan Jett
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WASHINGTON D.C. - With a government shutdown seem-
ing more and more likely by the day, it’s seeming that neither 
party is looking to budge from their current stances on many 
subject areas. Among the issues being contested are the 
continual implementation of the Affordable Care Act and tax 
cuts, however, it  seems that neither of these two issues have 
torn our government as much verbiage sneaked into the bill 
at the last minute.

Congressional Republicans have taken a very profound stance 
in their resolution, stating that all toilet paper in all government 
offices must be placed so the paper is dispensed under and 
not over. With such language in a bill, Democrats nationwide 
have been up in arms contesting such a radical idea. “It’s lu-
dicrous,” one Democratic senator stated, “we have built our 
country on a foundation of placing the toilet paper so that is 
goes over and not under. I don’t think I could live in a country 
who thinks otherwise.”

Prominent Republican, John McCain spoke in defense of his 
colleagues, stating that “many scientific studies have shown 
that placing your toilet paper under reduces the amount of 
foreign bacteria that may find itself on the paper. We as a gov-
ernment must protect its citizens from germs!”

Even the media outlets have spoken on the issue, with many 
pundits up in arms over such a polarizing issue. “This is just 
another one of their crazy tea party ideas,” MSNBC host Ra-
chel Maddow stated on her show, “for them to incorrectly 
define how I should place my toilet paper is ridiculous!” CNN 
has also taken up the story, offering a 24-hour ‘Toilet Paper 
Watch’ to their viewers. In the time it’s been on air, they’ve 
discussed everything from the ethics of toilet paper to bring-
ing on experts from Kimberly-Clark to discuss proper toilet 
paper techniques. One viewer called their coverage “better 
than pooping”.
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The (NOUN) of a southwest Louisiana pastor who was (VERB) at a revival service says that if her 

father could (VERB) to his killer, he’d say, “(VERB) you and I love you.” Talisha Harris says the man 

accused of (ING VERB) Ronald Harris Sr. on Friday was once a (NOUN) member but left about 

four years ago.She says neither she, (PERSON) nor (DIFFERENT PERSON) know what prompted 

the shooting. She says Woodrow Karey of Lake Charles simply stopped going to (PLACE), without 

saying why but without any apparent (ADJECTIVE).
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President Obama additionally went on the air on Sunday night to share his 
views on a special message to the nation. “It has come to my attention that 
there has been language inserted into an upcoming bill that defines toilet 
paper placement as under and not over, and as President of the United 
States, I will make it my first priority to veto any bill with such language, even 
if it may result in a full government shutdown. We cannot drive our nation in 
such a direction.” Pundits are calling his speech “one of the most inspiring 
butt-related speeches of our time.”

If a government shutdown is to take place, it will on Tuesday morning, how-
ever we can all take solace from the fact that we can wipe our butts as we 
wish.

it as a backscratcher. These little grains of sand are rather uncomfortable.
Day 5: 
There’s a spider crawling toward me. NOPE NOPE NOPE. I will surely be 
eaten alive.
Day 6:
 So it turns out the spider was actually a leaf, which is unfortunate because 
it took me at least 4 hours to fend it off and kill it. Never trust Mother Nature, 
kids.
Day 7: 
Things are getting really fuzzy. I’m getting really confused. Today I’m going 
to attempt eating the rocks for survival. The sun is beating down on my skin. 
It’s at least 55 degrees out, which is far too warm for September. Some-
thing is seriously wrong.
Day 8:
I’m realizing that today I’m missing the beginning of hockey season. I cannot 
stop crying. This hurts so much worse than my arm falling off.
Day 9:
 I sense that rescue is near. I haven’t been answering texts because it’s too 
hard to text with only one arm. My friends are slowly remembering that I exist. 
Day 10:
Rescue is coming! I can see them in the distance, climbing out on the rocks 
to save me. I jump up and start sprinting toward them. It was at that moment 
I realized, I was fully capable of leaving this entire time. I was just too lazy to 
get up. But that’s alright, because now I get to chill in the hospital for a week 
and not do homework. So I think that’s a win/win situation there.

Carl will be unavailable for comment after this publication. He has described 
his current status as “Busy doing nothing”.  We at The Bull are hoping Carl 
makes a speedy recovery.
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